Abstract-A distributed architecture for implementing online social networks (OSNs) can overcome several disadvantages of the now popular centralized online social networks such as Facebook or Twitter. Owners of centralized OSNs control all of the individuals' data and associated policies on dissemination of data. Hence, individuals can hardly exert control of their personal data, resulting in serious potential privacy violations. Distributed OSNs, where each individual hosts their personal data, provide greater control of ownership of personal data. However, for distributed OSNs to be scalable, methods that optimize peerto-peer data dissemination need to be developed. In this paper, we introduce Social Caches as a way to alleviate the peer-to-peer traffic that would ensue in a distributed OSNs. Social caches act as local bridges among friends for efficient information delivery. We provide a novel social communication model, Social Butterfly, for distributed OSNs that utilize social caches. We further formulate social cache selection as the Neighbor-Dominating Set Problem, and propose two algorithms to solve it: 1) Approximate NDS, and 2) Social Score algorithm. Performance evaluation based on real social traffic data shows that both algorithms reduce peer-to-peer social traffic by an order of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various distributed social networks (DSNs) have been proposed and developed recently such as Diaspora 1 , DSNP 2 , Safebook [1] , and AppleSeed 3 . A more detailed list of distributed social networks can be found in Wiki. 4 The proposed DSNs are expected to overcome some of the problems associated with the centralized social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. The main drawback with these centralized social networks is the lack of privacy and control over personal content stored in servers. Distributed social networks, on the other hand, allow users to store and organize personal contents at the place of their choosing such as cloud storage, enterprise servers or personal devices. With such flexible distributed storage, to a large extent, users have control over their personal data and can share this data with social contacts on their terms.
As distributed social networks do not have a central server, reads and writes of social update will have to have seperate peer-to-peer connections one for each social contact. Hence, we propose a form of distributed caching scheme that intelligently places data in the network so as to optimize the message traffic that originates from members of the OSNs. Certain friends "cache" the updates for other friends, and these selected friends act as "Social Caches." By utilizing social caches, we can optimize social message traffic, reduce the transmission latency, and reduce bandwidth usage in the network.
In this paper, we propose a novel distributed social network data dissemination model, Social Butterfly, which utilizes social caches to cache social updates before the updates are requested by friends. In order to optimize the social traffic, we formulate the social cache selection as the NeighborDominating Set problem and propose two social cache selection algorithms: (i). Approximate NDS algorithm; and (ii). Social Score algorithm. The approximate NDS algorithm selects social caches by approximating the problem to the Set Cover problem. The Social Score algorithm selects social caches by selecting the ones with the higher social scores, where a social score is the representation of a vertex's social properties. Real social network data is used for comparing the two algorithms, and the evaluation shows that both algorithms can efficiently reduce the network traffic with the dataset that we considered.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, Distributed Social Networks (DSNs) such as Diaspora and Safebook [1] have been proposed. Diaspora allows users to host their data on their personal machines, and communicate with friends in a P2P manner. Cutillo, Et al. proposed Safebook [1] , a distributed social network that leverages trust relationships to cope with the lack of trust and cooperation in P2P systems. The system utilizes "Matryoshkas", concentric rings of nodes built around each member, to provide data storage to replicate friends' profiles. There are some other DSNs that are being developed such as PeerSoN [2] and PrPI [3] . They have to yet to exploit social update patterns and do not provide efficient information delivery mechanism for social updates.
III. SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
In this section, we describe the design of Social Butterfly, which selects certain nodes as Social Caches for bridging social update delivery between producers and consumers and thereby reducing the cost of operating a distributed OSN. Social cache nodes selected act as "local servers", while the remaining nodes are assigned as members of one or more social caches to form Social Clusters. A member node only contacts the social caches it is associated with, while a social cache can be a member of multiple social clusters. Every node in the social network can be both a social consumer Fig-b show the update relationship with social caches C1 and C2. Updates are from N1, N2, N3 and C2 to C1, and N4 to C5, which incurs a total cost of 5. Fig. 2 . Given the same graph, the top two graphs show that social cache and distributed cache selection yield different caches. The bottom two graphs show that social cache and distributed cache selection yield same caches. The shaded vertices are the selected caches. and producer. Producers push social updates to the social caches they are associated with and consumers fetch data from the corresponding social caches when they want to learn the updates from their friends.
Typically, consumers and producers in social networks are friends and are at one-hop distance. This property requires social caches that bridge consumers and producers be friends with both nodes if none of them is a social cache. Thus, social caches have information that only belongs to friends. Fig. 1 gives an example of the distributed social network architecture with six nodes. The edges in Fig. 1 -a show the friends relationship and the edges in Fig. 1-b show the update relationship, where C1 and C2 act as social caches. In Fig. 1 -a, the push scheme will incur an update cost equal to the sum of the out degree of all the nodes, which is significantly higher than the update cost incurred in the network with social caches (5 14) as shown in Fig. 1-b .
IV. SOCIAL CACHING VS DISTRIBUTED CACHING
Distributed caching [4] , [5] , and Dynamic Data Replication [6] are well studied topics. However, they differ fundamentally from social caching in several aspects. First, social network topology differs from distributed networks by showing nontrivial clustering and positive degree correlations [7] . Second, selecting social caches is social-relationship-driven; information providers proactively send updates to the selected social caches. Third, social caches are selected to cache updates only for friends to ensure security requirements and only allow onehop communication (a.k.a. communication between friends). Therefore, neither distributed cache selection algorithms, nor dynamic data replication placement methods can be used for selecting social caches. Fig. 2 illustrates that given the same network topologies, social cache selection and distributed cache selection methods can yield both different and identical caches. Fig. 2 -a shows cache selection scenarios in distributed social networks, where vertices represent social nodes, and edges represent friendship relations; Fig. 2 -b shows cache selection scenarios in distributed networks, where edges represent connectivity/distance. The shaded vertices are the selected caches. The top two graphs show that the two cache selection methods select different caches. In the social cache scenario, node 3 is the social cache for node 1, 2 and 4 to send social updates and request friend's updates. Node 5 is the social cache for node 4 and 6. In the distributed cache scenario, 3, 4, and 5 could be selected as caches depending on where the providers and consumers are relative to each other, as there is no one-hop constraint. The bottom two graphs show that the two methods select identical caches. In social cache scenario, node 3 is the cache for node 1,2, and 4, while node 4 is the cache for node 3, 5 and 6. The distributed cache selection schema produces the same caches, in which node 3 caches contents for node 1 and 2, node 4 caches content for node 5 and 6.
V. SOCIAL CACHE SELECTION ALGORITHMS
Social caches selected should satisfy the following requirements. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges, the social caches form a Neighbor-Dominating Set (NDS) such that:
• Every vertex should either be a social cache or connect to at least one social cache; • A pair of friends should be connected by at least one social cache if none of them is a social cache. In this section, we define the NDS problem formally, and discuss two social cache selection algorithms: the Approximate NDS algorithm, which approximates the set cover problem, and the Social Score algorithm, which takes into account the nodes connectivity in a social graph.
A. Problem Definition
Intuitively, for each edge (u, v), either one of its endpoints should be in the neighbor-dominating set, or one of the common neighbors of u and v.
We should distinguish this from a number of related, wellknown concepts. For example, a vertex cover is a set S ⊆ V such that for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, either u ∈ S or v ∈ S. Also, a dominating set is a set S ⊆ V of vertices such that for all vertices u ∈ V −S, there exists an edge (u, w) ∈ E, where w ∈ S. See Fig. 3 to see examples where these concepts differ from one another.
Definition 5.2: (NDS problem) Given undirected graph G = (V, E), find a neighbor-dominating set of the smallest size. Fig. 3 . The top two graphs show that the minimum vertex cover (on the left) is not the same as the minimum neighbor-dominating set (on the right). The bottom two graphs show that the minimum dominating set (on the left) is not the same as the minimum neighbor-dominating set (on the right).
B. Approximate NDS Algorithm
Our algorithm is as follows. From an instance of the NDS problem, we will generate an instance of the set cover problem. Given a collection S of sets over universe U , a set cover is a collection of sets from S whose union is U . [8] The universe is the set E of edges. For each vertex u ∈ V , generate a set S u such that e = (α,
Lemma 5.3: Each set cover T is a neighbor-dominating set of size |T |, and each neighbor-dominating set S gives a set cover of size |S|. Proof. Consider the set cover T of S. Each set S u in T corresponds to some vertex u, and consider the set S of all such u s. Since T is a set cover, for each edge e = (α, β), there is some set S u ∈ T that contains it and in turn, u ∈ S. Thus, S is a neighbor-dominating set. The proof that edge neighbor-dominating set S gives a set cover of size is |S| in a similar way.
Theorem 5.4:
There is an O(log m) approximation algorithm for the neighbor-dominating set problem that takes time O(md), where m is the number of edges and d is the maximum degree of any node in G. Proof. This follows from the best known approximation for the set cover problem. [8] .
We implement a greedy algorithm for the set cover problem. For each vertex v i ∈ V , generate a set S i that contains a set of edges e = (α, β), where either v i ∈ {α, β}, or v i is a common neighbor of (α, β). We have a finite set of edges E and a family S of subset of E, such that every element of E belongs to at least one subset of S. At each stage, the algorithm picks the set S i ⊆ S that covers the greatest numbers of elements not yet covered. The v i selected together with S i is the set of social caches. The vertices in each set S i form the corresponding social cluster. Algorithm 1 describes the approximate NDS algorithm.
Let's look at an example graph shown in Fig. 1 -a. For each vertex v i ∈ V , we generate a set of edges in v i 's egocentric network, which is shown in Table I . According to Algorithm 1, vertex 2 will be selected first as it covers 6 edges out of 7. Vertex 4 (or 6) will be selected which covers edge (4, 6) . Therefore, {2, 4} are the selected social caches.
The approximate NDS algorithm works well on social graphs, and is valid for any graph; however, the algorithm does not exploit any properties exhibited by the social graph.
Algorithm 1 Approximate NDS Algorithm
Input: undirected graph G = (V, E) Outputs: Social Caches C and Social Clusters SC Initialization: 
Vertex
Edges in subset
Since we are designing a novel selection scheme in the context of social networks, we can also integrate social properties into the cache selection algorithm. We will now discuss an algorithm that exploits social properties called the Social Score Algorithm.
C. Social Score Algorithm
Before describing the algorithm, we will discuss two important social network properties that are used in the this algorithm.
1) Clustering Coefficient:
Clustering coefficient is a measure of degree to which vertices in a graph tend to cluster together [9] . Social networks show a property of community structure that groups of nodes have a high density of links within them, with a lower density of links between groups. A vertex with a lower clustering coefficient indicates that it may connect to many unconnected nodes which belong to different communities.
2) Egocentric Betweenness Centrality: An Egocentric network [10] is a "local" network for a vertex which contains only the vertex and its one-hop neighbors. Betweenness centrality measures to what extent a vertex can facilitate communication with others in the network. Vertices that occur on many shortest paths between other vertices have higher betweenness centrality. Egocentric Betweenness Centrality [10] is the corresponding betweenness for an egocentric network. It not only shows how many times a vertex is on the shortest path of all its neighbors in the egocentric network, but also indicates how 3) Social Score Algorithm: In addition to clustering coefficient and egocentric betweenness centrality, vertex degree is also an important factor. Higher degree vertices with more neighbors should have a higher possibility to be selected as a social cache. Therefore, vertices with lower clustering coefficient (CC), higher egocentric betweenness centrality (EBC), and higher degree connect to a larger number of noninterconnected nodes, and should be the potential candidates to be social caches.
The above discussion suggests that a social score can be defined as a combination of cluster coefficient with egocentric betweenness centrality scaling by vertex degree in the form of:
A similar metric has been used in Ad-hoc networks to select the backbone nodes for energy-efficient forwarding [11] .
The social score algorithm works as follows. For each vertex v i in the graph, we maintain a table with the following six fields: clustering coefficient, egocentric betweenness centrality, social score, IsCache, Cache List, Member list. The IsCache field is a boolean variable indicates if the vertex is a social cache or not, and Cache List field stores the social caches vertex v i affiliate to. Member List holds all the members within a social cluster if the vertex is a cache. Algorithm 2 presents the Social Score algorithm. During each stage, we pick the vertex with the highest score as a social cache, and treat its neighbors who have not yet been covered by other social clusters as its social cluster members.
We use Fig. 1 -a as an example to illustrate the algorithm. The clustering coefficient, egocentric betweenness centrality and social score are calculated in Table II . Node 2 and node 4 are the selected social caches with set {1,3,4,5} and {6} as social cluster members.
VI. EVALUATION
We first compare the performance of the two caching algorithms against various metrics such as number of caches selected and cluster size by using data available from Facebook [12] . We then evaluate how social traffic could be reduced by using caches when compared with other data dissemination methods.
A. Dataset
The Facebook dataset we study was crawled from Facebook New Orleans Network by [12] . The dataset contains public 
B. Social Score Algorithm Properties
Before comparing the two algorithms, we first present some results of social score algorithm. As discussed in Section V-C, social score is calculated based on clustering coefficient, egocentric betweenness centrality, and degree. The correlations between the three factors for the Facebook dataset has been plotted in Fig. 4 . The figure on the left shows that as vertex degree increases, the range of clustering coefficient shrinks from [0,1] exponentially towards 0. The figure in the middle shows that as vertex degree increases, the range of egocentric betweenness centrality shrinks from [0,1] towards 1. This means that a vertex with a higher degree has a lower value of clustering coefficient and a higher egocentric betweenness centrality. The figure on the right shows that most vertices are clustered around the line of EBC = 1 − CC. Fig. 5 shows social scores for the Facebook dataset in the space composed of degree, clustering coefficient, and egocentric betweenness centrality as x, y, z axes. The blue dots are the social scores in this coordinate system. Red dots are the trajectory on the x-y surface, yellow dots are the trajectory on the x-z surface, and the green dots are the trajectory on the Social score distribution in the coordinate systems of vertex degree, clustering coefficient, egocentric betweenness centrality as x, y, z axes respectively. The blue dots are the social scores, red dots are the trajectory on the x-y surface, yellow dots are the trajectory on the x-z surface, and the green dots are the trajectory on the y-z surface.
y-z surface.
Nodes with higher social scores have higher egocentric betweenness centrality, and smaller clustering coefficient but with larger degree. They are connected to large number of noninterconnected vertices, and are candidates for social caches.
C. Comparison of the Two Algorithms
We evaluated both algorithms by using the dataset obtained from Facebook [12] , and compared the selection of social caches, as well as the corresponding social clusters.
The statistics about total number of social caches selected and number of social caches each vertex connects by applying the two algorithms is listed in Table III . The social score algorithm selects about 1.5 times of total number of caches that the approximate NDS algorithm does. Number of caches a vertex connects determines the cost of sending or requesting social updates. Both algorithms yield relatively equal average number of social caches, which means they should generate relatively equal social traffic. The cumulative distribution of number of social caches a vertex connected is shown in Fig. 6 . The CDF for both indicate that they converge fast, with each vertex connecting to less than 15 social caches, the caches selected by the algorithms can cover 90% of the network, and with each vertex connecting to less than 25 social caches, 99% of entire network can be covered. The approximate NDS algorithm converges faster with the given dataset. Table IV presents the statistics about social cluster size for the algorithms. Cluster size measures the number of nodes needed to contact the same social cache for social updates, and therefore the social traffic a cache needs to handle. The average social cluster size are similar for the two algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the CDF of social cluster size for both algorithms, both have a few large social clusters (> 1000 members) exhibiting a long-tail distribution. Social caches associated with large social clusters are required to handle significant social traffic from members, which should be avoided.
D. Social Traffic Comparison
We evaluate the effectiveness of the two proposed algorithms by determining the social traffic generated in comparison to other social network data dissemination methods such as "push-to-all-friends" in a distributed social networks. In particular, we compare the following six methods: a. Push social updates immediately to all friends. b. Push periodically (every m minutes) to all friends. In this scenario, the amount of social traffic does not depend on how much social updates generated by vertices, but depends on how many friends each vertex has and the time interval m. In another word, it depends on how many edges are there in the graph. Therefore, social traffic is calculated as ST = 24 * 60/m * 2 * |E| c. Pull periodically from friends. Same as above. d. Push periodically (every k minutes) to all friends if the vertex has updates. If a node updates two or more times during the k minutes, only one connection needs to set up. This will reduce the total network traffic by the way of local caching.
e. Social Score algorithm. f. Approximate NDS algorithm. We evaluate the above six algorithms by utilizing the Facebook dataset. For each wall posting, we simulate generating social traffic by pushing or pulling defined by the methods. The total social traffic daily is plotted in Fig. 8 . The first straight line is the plot for method b and c. We choose m = 1440 minutes, which is the total minutes in a day. The result shows that even with push or pull once per day between each pair of friends, the total network traffic is still extremely high when compare with other methods. The next set of lines in the graph are for method a, as well as method d with k = 10, 30, and 60 minutes. Local caching mechanism used in method d reduces the social traffic by 4.68%, 8.79%, and 11.92%. The bottom set of lines show the results by utilizing social caching methods, e and f, which can effectively reduce the overall social traffic by 83.90% and 84.92% respectively compared with method a. The performance of the two algorithms is similar given the current Facebook dataset. We anticipate that with different social graphs and social traffic pattern, the performance will be different.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed Social Butterfly, a novel peerto-peer information dissemination model for distributed social networks by utilizing social caches. We propose the NeighborDominating Set problem as a formal definition of social cache selection problem and present two algorithms for this problem. Evaluation with social traffic data made available from Facebook usage shows that use of social caches reduces the total social traffic by 80%.
The social cache selection algorithms we discussed in this paper are offline algorithms based on the underlying topology of the social graph, and assume the selected social caches are available all the time. Issues such as social traffic patterns, social tie-strength [13] , and availability models need to be considered. We plan to develop online algorithms, and will extend our algorithms to include social traffic and availability models.
